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Friends of Junbesi is an online community
formed and supported by trekkers who have
been guided by Ang Tshering Sherpa in Nepal.
We operate with five volunteers from Auckland,
Sydney, Canberra, Perth and Cornwall in the
UK, rising awareness and financial assistance
for Kushudebu Public Health Mission in Junbesi.
Contributions for inclusion in the Newsletter
are always welcome. Please send them to
jennifer.dagg@ozemail.com.au
We hope you enjoy reading our last Newsletter
for 2012. We wish you all a safe and happy
Christmas and New Year. We would like to
thank all those who donated so generously
during the year. We have a small number of
donors who donate monthly which enables us
provide Ang with a constant income. This year
we also had many large donations from people
who met Ang and were inspired to help him in
his work. One US Friend sent us a copy of her
letter to Ang on her return home.

‘Our trip to Nepal was a very wonderful one. It reached
our hearts in many ways. We hope to return. The trip
continues to be with us daily. The generosity of the
people and the beauty of the country are stunning.’
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NEWS & UPDATES
FROM ANG
The medical centre organised a one day
eye camp in September. Thirty eight
patients were successfully treated. Six
cataract patients were referred to the
district hospital at Phaplu.
Staff and boys from Newington College
in Sydney will be visiting the medical

centre in January. This trip is part of the
College Service Learning program for
boys. They will take part in work at the
medical centre including painting and
plastering before trekking to Tengbuche.
Visit www.kushudebu.org.np or email
Ang kushudebu2005@yahoo.com
Visit www.kushudebu.org.np
or email Ang direct on
Kushudebu2005@yahoo.com

RECENT
UNEXPECTED
EVENTS
Namaste all,
Over recent months there have
been several unexpected events
at the Junbesi Clinic. In September
a violent electrical storm blew
out the clinic X-ray machine and
laptop. Arrangements are being
made for an x-ray engineer to fly
in from KTM this month but in
the meantime the important x-ray
facility is not available for use. It is
not clear if the lap-top can be
re-booted.
Secondly, two recent night-time
break-ins and thefts of cash from
the staff quarters have unnerved

nursing staff and forced a re-think
of safety and security arrangements
at the Clinic. Iron security grills
have been ordered for all 15
windows at the staff quarters but
it is unfortunate that someone has
seen fit to steal from the clinic
that has contributed so much to
the welfare of Junbesi villagers and
those in the surrounding district.
The estimated cost for repairing the
x-ray machine is US$1000 including
the engineer’s fees, his flights to
and from Junbesi, spare parts and
accommodation. Estimated cost
of security grills is US$1000. The
laptop may need to be replaced.
The cost of these unplanned
events will not break the bank but
will stress the KPHMN budget for
this financial year. Some planned

projects may have to be delayed
until the following financial year.
If you feel able to assist, additional
donations during December would
help defray these expenses.
All spot donors during this month
will receive a Kushudebu t-shirt
free with the compliments of
‘Craft Nepal N.Z.’ Just bank your
donation in one of the KPHMN
accounts detailed at the bottom
of this newsletter, (Australia, New
Zealand or the U.K.) and e-mail
your name, address and preferred
T-shirt size to:
tienny.jerram@xtra.co.nz.
Your support will be much
appreciated.

World Expeditions trip to Junbesi in 2013
Among the names on our data base are many people who have met Ang and trekked with him and heard about his work at
Junbesi, but have never managed to visit there. Here is an opportunity for you to go and see for yourself what it is all about.
The trip involves three days work helping to install a waste management system at Junbesi. The community of Junbesi has
requested that an alternative waste management solution be provided and so you will be constructing an incinerator for the
centre with the assistance of, and under the guidance of local workers.
On completion of the project work you will take a trek into the Everest region to Namche Bazaar, partaking in a celebratory
anniversary dinner for Hillary and Norgay’s ascent of Mount Everest 60 years earlier at Thyangboche on 29 May. The trip
concludes in Kathmandu. The trip starts on May 16th and is for 20 days. For further details contact World Expeditions on
www.worldexpeditions.com.au
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A FRIEND RETURNS
TO JUNBESI
One of the original founding
members of Friends of Junbesi
- Ralph Snowdon of Canberra,
Australia, spent 2 weeks in
Junbesi from 13 to 26 November
2012. This was his fourth visit
to the medical centre. Ralph
would like to acknowledge the
kind assistance of the Embassy
of Nepal in Canberra for their
assistance concerning excess
baggage allowances. Ralph is
happy to answer any questions
about his trip.
randb@internode.on.net
Immediately, I noticed significant
progress. Empty rooms with
cement floors in April 2011 have
now evolved into 3 rooms –
partitioned and furnished as a
delivery room, adjacent maternity
consulting room and a small
hospital ward that holds 3 beds.
Outside, a couple of workmen were
rendering walls with cement. I then
walked into a very well stocked
pharmacy.
I was able to witness the treatment
of patients – from local mothers

Dr. Krishna Niraula and Chepal Sherpa with the Citizens Charter

with sick kids to a monk with a
troublesome corn on his foot.
Another patient was an elderly
monk from Thuptenchholing
who somehow walked to KPHM
despite severe abdominal pains
and no food for 5 days. The doctor
stabilized his condition and kept
him on site for further observation.
During a few public holidays during
the fortnight I was able to chat
to the staff, including Dr Krishna
Niraula and Nurse Tashi Sherpa.
Krishna is a local Solukhumbu man

and is half way through his current
contract. He has worked in 43 of
the 75 districts in Nepal and has
varied health delivery experience,
including district hospitals, health
posts and mobile health facilities.
Both Krishna and Nurse Tashi say
the services at KPHM are quite
exceptional for an isolated region
and many communities in the
Solukhumbu and elsewhere in
Nepal do not enjoy such good
facilities such as access to a
doctor and nurses living on site, a
pharmacy with over 180 medicines,
an x-ray machine with dark room,
a basic laboratory, an autoclave
machine and a birthing centre.
An impressive management
structure and system has been set
in place, which enables the local
community to have constructive
input to the President and the
Board in Kathmandu and to the
ongoing successful administration
of KPHM. Chungba Lama is Head
Teacher of the Junbesi School
(where both he and Ang were
educated) and is Chair of the Local
Management Committee of KPHM.
Dr Krishna is Secretary
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and other local people have roles,
including Chepal Sherpa. The Local
Management Committee meets on
the 30th of each month at KPHM.
Dr Krishna and Chepal showed me
a large poster depicting an English
language version of the KPHM
Charter. The Charter outlines 11
areas of health delivery and is a
critical planning document for
KPHM. A Nepali language version
of the Charter is displayed on the
KPHM Noticeboard for the benefit
of the local community.
I was able to attend a few Junbesi
School morning assemblies and
spend time with Chungba Lama.
The school attendance averages 180
pupils. I transported 38 kgs of baby
and children’s clothing from donors
in Australia, the majority of which
was distributed at Junbesi school.
Several kgs of small baby clothing,
baby blankets and tiny sleeping
bags were kept aside and are now
stored at the birthing centre at KPHM.
I also spent time with the Rinpoche
of Serlo Monastery, the head lamas
and nuns at both Thuptenchholing
and Phugmoche Monasteries,
teachers at Junbesi School and
the Head Teacher at Phugmoche
School, longtime residents of
Junbesi, some of the local branch
of the Himalayan Yeti club, and
many locals. All of these people
expressed their pride in KPHM and
extolled its value as a community
asset. The Rinpoche of Serlo
Monastery and all others expressed
their thanks to me for our support.
I pass on the thanks of the wider
Junbesi community and monastic
communities to all sponsors,
Friends and donors for making
KPHM a success story.

ONLY ONE
PER PATIENT
Heidi Cutting
Flinders University GEMPIV
Medical Student
Heidi is a final year medical
student at Flinders University,
Adelaide in South Australia,
graduating this month. She
will be starting an internship
next year and hopes to pursue
a career in General Practice.
She heard about KPHM
through Marlene Collins
and was also helped by Sally
Nobbs from the Wilderness
School to prepare for her trip.
As I meander along the rocky
winding path, I am in awe of my
surroundings. Mountain peaks
as far as the eye can see, rivers
and streams with crystal clear
water, the warmth of the sun
reflects off the green jungle
around me and activates my

Vitamin D, my lungs are filled with
the freshest air they’ve ever drawn
in. I’m trekking to the heart of the
Kushudebu Public Health Mission
(KPHM); the Medical Clinic, in
Junbesi, Beni-5 of the Solukhumbu
District, in the Sagarmartha Zone
of Nepal.
After four hours and monsoon
rains, I arrive in Junbesi. At this
hour on a Saturday, a public
holiday, the village is quiet. I
pass the stupa and say a quiet
prayer whilst turning its prayer
wheels, then a few lodges and
trekking shops, as tourism is the
main source of income for this
village. Pass the local school, the
deserted monastery, cross a small
wooden bridge and up the stony
paths, to be greeted by the sweet
site of the stupa which stands
just before the clinic and staff
quarters, my home for the
next six weeks.
After settling into my own private
room, thanks to the kindness of
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two staff members sharing a room,
I meet my housemates and work
colleagues. Krishna I’ve had the
pleasure of trekking with, he is the
Health Assistant, which is probably
equivalent to a Nurse Practitioner,
but I see him more as a junior
doctor. Surendra is the resident
laboratory technician, Tarshi and
Bhagwati are the resident nurses,
with Dohma as the cook and
cleaner. Dohmas’ younger brother
Passang also lives with us. It’s a
young team, with an average age of
22 years, but with experience and
knowledge of those well beyond
their ages.
When it comes time to see the
facilities of the KPHM, I am amazed
and excited. An X-ray machine, of
which Krishna is the Radiographer,
film developer and Radiologist.
A basic laboratory capable
of performing 30 tests, from
haematology and biochemistry to
basic microscopy. A nurses station
equipped with basic suturing
and dressing supplies, a small
three bed ward to keep patients
overnight whilst awaiting transfer
to higher centres, a small Family
Planning room and the Outpatient
Department; a single room with
the feel of a General Practitioners
consulting room.
It wasn’t until I stepped into the
pharmacy that I realised just how
great a service this clinic provides.
A wall adorned with shelves full
of medications supplied by the
government, but mostly supplied
by KPHM. The shelves were
lined with boxes of a variety of
antibiotics, intravenous fluids,
medications for blood pressure,
gastrointestinal conditions, pain
relief, even multivitamins, and all
either free or only forty percent of
the full price. I couldn’t believe my

eyes; I honestly expected there to
be less.
After a couple of days in the clinic,
I became torn between elation
and frustration. At times I was
completely amazed at the facility.
In a country with so little, this
health service provides so much
to its district, and it’s all due to
the hard work and commitment of
Mr. Ang Tshering Sherpa, the staff
and the committee of the KPHM.
But there are limitations, and I
soon came to realise these when
our first emergency case arrived; a
young girl with abdominal pain.
She wasn’t too distressed, but given
the nearest hospital was a four
hour walk, she had to be treated
aggressively in case she worsened
and required transport to Phaplu.
This required intravenous fluids.
The first attempt at inserting
a cannula failed. As a medical
student I have managed to
accidentally jab myself with clean
needles, and thus have become
very aware of safety with sharps.
So when the cannula was placed
on the bed, I quickly, but carefully,
picked up the cannula and placed
it in the sharps safety box, out of
harm’s way. The staff then turned
to me and asked, ‘why did you
throw out the cannula…only one
per patient’.
But what would the people of
Junbesi and Solukhumbu do
without the KPHM? Like other,
even more remote villages in
Nepal, most people would suffer.
As was explained to me, if you
have appendicitis in these regions
you either get better or die. Dying
of appendicitis rarely happens in
Australia, and when it does, it’s
usually due to a complication of
treatment. So although this health
service has its limitations, I have no
doubt it saves, or at the very least,
prolongs the lives of the people of
Solukhumbu, daily!

Patients come from far and wide
to access the KPHM. Two women
walked five hours just to be seen
at the clinic, because the hospital
in their village was currently
without a doctor; there are many
understaffed health posts across
Nepal. They left after a thorough
examination, reassurance and
vital medication, only to trek the
five hours back to their home
village. Given Junbesi is on one
of the main trekking routes, it is
a popular resting point for weary
trekkers from around the world.
Weary trekkers with blisters,
diarrhoea, altitude sickness, even
a common cold.
Some patients, arrive at the clinic
in baskets, and as a rule, these
are generally the very unwell.
Laphuti, the 80 year old woman
from the monastery one hour
up the path, arrived late in the
afternoon on a Tuesday, in a
basket, suspended from her sons
head. Laphuti had suffered a
stroke two days earlier, and was
now paralysed down the left
side of her body. As with many
complex cases, she spent a night
in the three bed ward, only to be
carried an additional four hours
the next day, in the same basket,
to eventually be transferred to
Kathmandu. Even if a case is too
complex for KPHM, the basic
healthcare it provides, stabilises
those patients so they can
receive further treatment.
Traditional Tibetan Medicine
still plays a role, particularly in
the monasteries. Up the path
from the KPHM is the Thupten
Choeling Monastery, a Tibetan
monastery of more than 400
Llamas and Monks. Occasionally
patients are seen
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who have undergone a trial
of traditional medicine, often
without any improvement. This
means they present late to the
clinic. But even an extensive
bilateral external and internal
ear infection can be treated
and cured at KPHM, without
the need for referral to higher
centre or intravenous antibiotics.
Patience, antibiotics, regular
dressings and time is often all
that is needed.
The clinic is also busy during
the day, providing routine
check-ups and treatment for
many common conditions;
hypertension, gastritis, diarrhea,

tonsillitis, typhoid fever, scabies,
skin and wound infections, even
post-natal care to mothers and
babies. I didn’t see a sick newborn,
and I’m certain the healthcare
provided by KPHM prevents more
serious events in the future for
the young and old. I can’t bear to
imagine the health of the people of
Solukhumbu without the KPHM.
But the experiences which affected
me the most, was living in a village
filled with such warm, humble,
kind and very generous people.
The people of KPHM, the people
of Junbesi and the people of
Nepal have opened my mind to
another world, and it has made me
appreciate not just healthcare in

Australia, but all the little things in
life, that I take for granted.
I’ve sat in temples of monasteries
during important ceremonies, I’ve
watched the sunrise over Mount
Everest, I’ve visited local schools
providing education to the future
of Nepal, I’ve seen breathtaking
views of waterfalls and mountain
ranges, just minutes from the clinic,
and I’ve tasted, I’m sure what is the
best Momo and Apple Pie in Nepal!
I’ve been welcomed into the lives
of the people of Junbesi and what
I have come to love most about
Nepali people, is despite all their
challenges, even through times
of serious illness, they are always
smiling, always laughing.

Health Centre
Doctor’s
Report
Patients record from June
15th 2012 to September
31st 2012
Total patients
Male
Female

683
424
259

IMCI

30

Top 10 diseases
Hypertension
Eczema\dermatitis
Abdominal pain
Injury from falls
Diarrhoea
COPD
Acute tonsillitis
APD
Conjunctivitis
Viral fever

41
37
27
29
28
27
45
38
45
45
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NATIONAL
ACCOUNTS
FOR DONATIONS

Kushudebu Public Health
Mission Nepal BUDGET
For the Period of 15 July 2012 to 16 July 2013.
Items

Budget 2012/2013

Approx. US$

Programme Cost
Staff Salary & Allowance

1,105,000.00

12,540

Accomodation & Food

83,770.00

950

Airfare

110,149.00

1,250

Medicine Exp.

519,544.00

5900

Scholorship for Student

126,000.00

1,430

Staff Walfare/ Dress Exp.

13,484.00

155

Field visiting Exp.

64,516.00

730

Wages Exp.

64,340.00

730

Programe/Training Exp.

30,380.00

345

Medical/Raw Materials

106,000.00

1200

Total Programme Cost

2,223,183.00

25,300

Office Rent

60,000.00

680

Audit Fee

10,000.00

115

Telephone & Fax Exp.

21,687.00

245

Printing & Stationery

39,441.00

445

Email & Enternet Exp.

12,204.00

140

Adversement Exp.

30,500.00

345

Repair & Maintaintance Exp.

60,600.00

685

Water & Electricity Exp.

34,710.00

395

Web. Sit Exp.

15,250.00

175

Office Exp.

11,500.00

130

Cargo & Courier

19,800.00

225

Local Transportation

17,888.00

205

Miscellaneous Exp.

36,981.00

420

370,561.00

4,205

2,223,183.00

25,230

Total
Total Programme Cost
Total Administration Cost
Programme Cost + Administration Cost
Programme Cost = Total Cost - Administration Cost

370,561.00

4205

2,593,744.00

29435

2223183 - 370561

1,852,622.00

1. Administration Cost in percentage
370561/100 ÷ 2223183

17%

2. Programme Cost in Percentage
1852622/100 ÷ 2223183

83%

These attractive shirts are
still available in support
of KPHMN.
Sizes XS-XXL.
Prices now reduced!
NZ$39
AU$30
£22
US$34

BSB: 062014
Account: 10402716

NEW ZEALAND
Westpac, St. Heliers, Auckland,
New Zealand
– Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal
Account: 03 02630223978 00

Administration Cost

FRIENDS’
T-SHIRTS

AUSTRALIA
Commonwealth Bank Australia, Potts Point
NSW, Sydney, Australia
– Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal

Prices include the cost of
shirts, a margin for KPHMN
and postage worldwide. Your
purchase supports the Health
Centre at Junbesi.
To order: simply send name,
mailing address and shirt
sizes required to Tim at
tienny.jerram@xtra.co.nz
and deposit the appropriate
amount in one of the national
accounts shown, including
your name in the bank fields
provided. Once confirmed the
shirt(s) will be mailed to your

given address. Proceeds will
be transferred to KPHMN in
KTM with other donations to
fund necessary expenses at
the Health Centre.

UNITED KINGDOM
Nationwide Building Society,
4 Pydar St.,Truro, Cornwall, UK
– Kushudebu Public Health Mission Nepal
Treasurers Trust
Sort code: 07 00 93
Bank account: 33 33 33 34
Acc. No.: 0402/704 138 407

CONTACTS
Jennifer Dagg, Australia
jennifer.dagg@ozemail.com.au
Tim Jerram, New Zealand
tienny.jerram@xtra.co.nz
Beverly & Chris Hill, UK
bhill@cornwall.gov.uk

For detailed information
about the Kushudebu project
at Junbesi please access the
KPHMN website:
www.kushudebu.org.np
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